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Abstract

Modern technologies allow to carry out passive monitoring of the iono-
sphere with the possibility to track changes in ionospheric parameters
with a high sampling rate and influence of these parameters on quality
of navigation and spatial positioning. With the growth of the sampling
frequency the amount of data being processed also increases. The arti-
cle deals with the principles that have been selected to handle the large
amounts of passive monitoring ionospheric data and software solution,
which was developed on the basis of these principles.

1 Introduction
The Science of Big Data is a young field of knowledge, which is developing dynamically. It covers the processing
of any data: word processing, processing of financial statistics or results of long-term researches. This is so large
amount of data, which cannot be processed with traditional methods within a reasonable time.

Data can come from various sources and in different formats, also the data could be received from sources
at different time intervals. Development of processing methodology of such data, and ensuring of maximum
performance is quite a challenge because in the course of the design of such systems is necessary to solve a
number of problems which will be determined by technical requirements of the product.

Hardware and software complex of real-time monitoring of ionospheric parameters was developed during the
study of ionospheric parameters, which are described in the articles [PEP06, F.13b, F.13a, AFPI15, FV14,
F.14, FMV15, M.16b, M.16a, F.15, PFV14, MFV16]. Separate software was developed in order to investigate
the possibility of applying machine learning methods. The main purpose of the software is post-processing of
collected ionospheric parameters data.

In this paper we introduce the new software programs which are used in studying of ionosphere in North-
Caucasus Federal University. The purpose of the article is the systematization and analysis of developed software
solutions, principles and algorithms that are used in real-time processing and post-processing of the large amount
of the ionospheric parameters measurements.

2 Shortcomings of Existing Software Solutions
Working with the receiver of satellite navigation signals implies continuous processing of the incoming data
stream. Some research and experience of stream processing were described in the articles [ScZ05, CcC+02,
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CDTW00]. These solutions [ScZ05, CcC+02, CDTW00] provide to developers a complete tools with their ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The main advantage of these solutions is their flexibility for different tasks of
streaming data processing, but the universality in this case is also a disadvantage because the use of univer-
sal application programming interface (API) imposes additional costs that would affect to the speed of data
processing. A key factor for the construction of high-precision navigation systems and spatial positioning is
the high speed of production of the processed data. Therefore, the use of ready-made solutions for the pro-
cessing of data is poorly applicable to research problems of ionospheric parameters, which are described in the
articles [PEP06, F.13b, F.13a, AFPI15, FV14, F.14, FMV15, M.16b, M.16a, F.15, PFV14].

Most part of modern systems for processing streaming data are commercial and open source projects are not
developing. For our study of the ionosphere problems there is no need for a specialized API, which would allow
to execute queries with parameters on the server-side. All identified disadvantages lead to the conclusion that
in this case independent development of software solutions for the implementation of the research objectives
requires.

3 Hardware and Software Environment

Hardware and software complex consists of a receiver of satellite navigation signals Novatel GPStation-6, note-
book, server of real-time data processing and client software (Figure 1). Data server in real-time is controlled
by GNU/Linux with a specially designed software. The notebook is used for connection of the receiver and the
server. Using a laptop is a necessity because the receiver is not able to connect directly to the network, as well as
the receiver and the server are physically separated. The client software is an application which receives data via
TCP-connections and processes the stream of the calculated values. In order to monitor the real-time state of
the ionosphere a special application that is able to cache data observations for the last 30 minutes was developed.

Client applications

GPStation-6 Laptop Server of real-time
data processing

Figure 1: The scheme of hardware and software complex for monitoring of the ionospheric parameters in real-time

Everyday receiver Novatel GPStation-6 generates ≈7GB of data in a binary format. Daily at 00:00 UTC the
server of real-time data processing creates a new file of daily measurements, after that the old files are archived
and transferred to the post-processing server. General scheme of the organization of the two systems is shown
in Figure 2.

The developed software that is installed on both servers for processing measurement data of Novatel
GPStation-6, uses a common source code for the same calculations.

The main purpose of post-processing data server is a training of machine learning models. Using of machine
learning algorithms is designed for identifying new dependencies or improve existing mathematical apparatus,
which has been accumulated over the years of research of the ionosphere [AP06, VVS13, PEP06, F.13b, F.13a,
AFPI15, FV14, F.14, PFV14]. The main purpose of creation of hardware and software is studying of the iono-
sphere small-scale irregularities impact on the signal between the satellite and the receiver, which are described
in detail in previous articles [IMV15, MI15, MIS15, MF15, M.15, FMV15] so the main mathematical tools are
taken from the materials of previous studies [AP06, VVS13, PEP06, F.13b, F.13a, AFPI15, FV14, F.14, PFV14].

4 Server of Real-Time Data Processing

The operating system (OS) on the server has been selected from GNU/Linux family, because it provides high
stability of its work. This family of operating systems allows to develop applications which used all available
computing resources with maximum efficiency [Gre13]. For OS GNU/Linux family there is a full stack of open
source license tools for development of any kind software.
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Figure 2: General scheme of the organization of the two systems for the study of ionospheric parameters

The main component of the software part of the hardware-software complex is designed software that is
installed on the data server. The server software is a classical application server that accepts all incoming
data flows from customers, provides processing and sends the result to clients. In common case the client
applications can act as monitors for the current state of the ionosphere. Within the complex a client application
for monitoring the state of the ionosphere was developed because all basic calculations are provided on the
server side. Despite the fact that the application server implements most of the necessary algorithms for data
processing and computing finite values the client application can perform their own calculations. The client
applications can duplicate calculations using the part of values obtained from server. Also they can perform any
other calculations with obtained values with help of new methods. In this case, the data server acts as a source
of reference values.

When designing an application server first concept assumed that all values will be recorded in the database.
Database management system (DBMS) will produce a calculation of all values. The first practical results have
shown that the idea failed because the allocated computing resources were insufficient for such tasks. As a result,
an application server was developed, which performs the calculations only in real-time and stores original data
stream for post-processing in the file.

This file contains measurements of the data flow not more than from one day and which begins not earlier
than 00:00 UTC for the selected day. If during the day there was a break connection between the laptop and the
server, the new file will be created. Thus, each file comprises a continuous stream of data. Once the data file in
the previous period is complete, the file is archived in order to save disk space. In practice the standard GNU
Zip algorithm compresses the file by 25% on average. By using the algorithm LZMA2 compression reaches 50%,
but it requires one core of CPU, 1GB of RAM and a considerable amount of time. When unpacking LZMA2 it
also requires one CPU core. Server of post-processing data occupied all processor cores for data processing. As
a result, for file compression algorithm GNU Zip has been selected, so size of one archive file for a full day is
≈5GB.

Unlike existing solutions for the processing of streaming data, which are described in articles [ScZ05, CcC+02,
CDTW00] the developed application server does not provide any kind of API for sending query to the server.
The server sends all values to the client applications which perform necessary data rework.

As a programming language for developing applications server programming language C/C++ was selected,
because it allows to maintain a balance between the written efficiency code and speed of development. An
external application, which is written in Python 3, provides formation of plots.

5 Real-time Data Processing Principles of Application Server
Receiver Novatel GPStation-6 has the ability to measure a sufficiently large number of values [nov] that can be
used in various scenarios of studies or geolocation. However, these opportunities also have a negative effect. The
main problem with processing data of Novatel GPStation-6 is the heterogeneity of the measurement formats.
Some results are conveniently processed data slice for all satellites at a predetermined sampling frequency and
other data slice are separated by individual logs which grouped by type of satellite system. Some measurements
are grouped slice of results for period of time with the delta of measured values.

This representation of the data automatically leads to the fact that calculations of data is always delayed
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because it needs to expect all results in various formats, then synchronize data and only after that perform the
necessary calculations. Table 1 shows an example of calculation algorithm input data. The data that will be
skipped and not used for calculations, called inconsistent, as this data is not complete. The data that will be
used for calculations, called coherent because each tuple contains all the necessary values for a single algorithm.

Table 1: An example of coherent and inconsistent data

Time Elevation angle Pseudorange L1, m Pseudorange L2, m

In
co
ns
is
te
nt

da
ta 10:00:00.040 20152153,623

10:00:00.060 20152154,123
10:00:00.080 20152154,623 20152156,306
10:00:00.100 20152155,123 20152157,200
10:00:00.120 20152155,623 20152158,094
10:00:00.140 20,001 20152158,988

C
oh

er
en
t
da

ta

10:00:00.160 20,011 20152156,623 20152159,882
10:00:00.180 20,012 20152157,123 20152160,776
10:00:00.200 20,013 20152157,623 20152161,670
10:00:00.220 20,014 20152158,123 20152162,564
10:00:00.240 20,015 20152158,623 20152163,458
10:00:00.260 20,016 20152159,123 20152164,352

On the basis of the existing features of Novatel GPStation-6 receiver data formats we offer the following
guidelines for data processing:

1. Each type of calculation must not depend on other calculations, therefore, every time when there is need to
perform the calculations the copy of all data should be created. In a multi-threaded processing it allows to
avoid the need of multiple data lock and free the memory immediately after executing of calculation which
used this data.

2. Any type of calculation must be a class that contains all required buffers for storing time series of measure-
ments. This requirement is specified by using the pattern "expert information" [GHJ+94].

3. Some values cannot be measured by the receiver with a high sampling rate (the desired measurement
sampling rate is 50Hz), so that data is automatically duplicated to the desired sampling rate. One of these
values is the elevation angle of the satellite. The receiver can perform the measurement values required for
the calculation of the satellite elevation angle with a frequency of 1Hz, but for the convenience of further
calculations, this value is duplicated 50 times. It allows to reduce delaying in the calculations.

Using the principles of data processing, based on the well-known design patterns software [Fow02, GHJ+94]
the procedure of data was developed (Figure 3). Multi-threaded processing begins at the moment of the creation
of independent tuples that will be send to threads, which will perform the calculations. Each thread uses a class
that implements one kind of calculation, by means of what the principle of sole responsibility is achieving.

Special container was designed for multi-threaded processing of the incoming data stream, which allows simul-
taneously record data and perform calculations using the data in the container. The container is implemented
as a C++ template. Figure 4 shows the activity diagram that describes principle of the container functioning,
which is used simultaneously by two threads.

Figure 4 shows that the central method of the container is the full locked movement from the writing buffer
to the end of the reading buffer which will be used for blocking reading. Thus, the container allows to push new
values without locking of reading buffer and reading of data don’t block the pushing of new values. After reading
the data can be safety removed from the container.
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Figure 3: The processing procedure of measurements flow in real-time

6 Server of Post-Processing Data
For post-processing special software has been developed which performs multi-threaded processing of collected
data. The speed of single file processing is the critical parameter, so the application uses aggressive optimization
of code and large amounts of RAM. The basic principles of data processing have remained unchanged, but in
comparison with processing in real-time there are additional mechanisms which are necessary for post-processing
and require separate consideration.

For post-processing there are two variants of archived data, which divided into separate files:

1. sequential unpacking and file processing;

2. merging data in continuous stream of compressed data, which will be uncompressed and redirected to
standard input (stdin) of post-processing server software.

The first option is easier in terms of debugging, but it requires additional disk space and processing time of
each file is extended by the time required for the decompression of the file. The first option makes it easier to
keep track of the specific file processing.

The second option is more abstract for post-processing software, as all data will look like a continuous data
stream without file separation. Merging of compressed files as uncompressed data stream is possible with the
help of standard tools cat and tar of GNU/Linux. Redirecting of standard error (stderr) from the tar program
to the file allows to monitor the processed files.

Based on the advantages of each method of archived data processing, at the stage of development and de-
bugging of software the first option was implemented. Then, the second option was implemented to perform
post-processing tasks in the real server. Figure 5 shows a flow measurement processing procedure, which is
implemented in the post-processing application.

Application has been optimized with the help of compiler for Intel Haswell processor architecture in the real
server for maximum performance. Compiler optimization gave a further boost in performance. The developed
software used special large memory pages (Hugepages) in size of 2MB instead of the usual 4KB, which allows to
organize the use of memory buffers effectively and reduce the load in general, because the data of one thread is
located within two or three pages of memory [hug].
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Figure 4: Activity diagram of the container that shared by two threads

Table 2 shows the approximate processing elapsed time of collected ionospheric parameters measurements.
For post-processing server the following configuration of virtual private server is used:

• 16GB RAM DDR4;

• Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650 v3 (Haswell) (only 5 CPU cores is available);

• HDD 500GB;

• OS Ubuntu Server 16.04.

Table 2: The results of post-processing application test

The number of
processed daily

files

The elapsed time
for processing

1 ≈ 20 minutes
3 ≈ 60 minutes
72 ≈ 1440 minutes (twenty-four hours)
365 ≈ 7300 minutes (5 twenty-four hours)

7 Summary
In this article we show that the real-time processing and post-processing of data from the receiver Novatel
GPStation-6 is not a trivial task. We described successful implementation of hardware and software complex,
which is used for real-time processing of time-series measurements. Post-processing complex has been developed,
which allows to identify new mathematical relationships between the ionosphere parameters and their influence
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Figure 5: The procedure of post-processing measurements

on the parameters of satellite navigation and communications by using machine learning techniques. Using of
post-processing complex allows to obtain an improved method for forecasting of ionospheric parameters. The
results are used as input for the construction of high-precision navigation systems and spatial positioning systems.

During the development of software for processing data from the receiver Novatel GPStation-6 we found that
existing solutions are not applicable for our scenarios. First of all, the modern solutions for processing of time-
series are commercial. Then we found that open source solutions for time-series processing are not developed for
some years. Than practice of DBMS using shows that small computing resources are insufficient for processing
of time-series with high sampling rate. As expected development of special software for our tasks allows to use
all available computing resources with maximum efficiency, but it takes some time.

We found that maximum performance of Novatel GPStation-6 data processing is possible with aggressive
using of RAM and optimization of code. Using of hugepages allows to reduce the size of system memory pages
table [hug] and improve the performance of data processing. All of used optimization techniques are available
only in UNIX-like family, so the using of other operating systems are not possible.
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